Learning Outcomes
English

Physical Education
The children will be developing their
fundamental skills. These are the foundations to the skills required when
playing a range of sports. The children
will be able to relate basic scientific
processes to this such as muscles and
movement, heart rate and breathing
systems. They will also develop gym
and dance skills.

We will be writing for a range of purposes and audiences, centred
around our focus texts which will result in a variety of learning outcomes.
Children will have daily guided reading activities which will look at
decoding as well as comprehension skills. Children will have daily
Phonics sessions. There will be regular handwriting sessions, teaching the children the correct letter formation in a cursive style. We will
be covering the year 1 grammar requirements. This will mainly focus
on consistent use of finger spaces, capital letters and full stops.

•

A painting of Dogger with descriptive sentences to accompany.

•

Decoupage parachute with captions.

•

Colour mixed balloon with address
label

Science
In Science this term the children will be learning
about the human body and the five senses, They
will also be sorting and grouping materials and
investigating waterproof properties.

Learning Behaviours
Literacy Heritage

•

Developing independence

•

Sharing and taking
turns

Dogger (Shirley Hughes)
Toys in Space (Mini Grey)

Spanish
Children will learning how to introduce themselves, say numbers to ten and explore the names of different colours in
Spanish.

Music
Children will use their voices
expressively and creatively by
singing songs and speaking
chants and rhymes.

Princess Victoria

Toy Story

(Barbara Mitchelhill)

Temperance Term
Year 1

Forest School
Children will explore and discover in the woods, as well as
build on their learning from class.

Humanities

Art and Design Technology
We will be looking at using different mediums to create
effects. We will focus on looking at portrait work, creating
our own portraits of ourselves and others. In DT we will be
exploring toys with moving parts and designing, making and
evaluating our very own.

We will be learning about changes in living
memory by exploring toys and games. We
will compare our favourite toys, investigate
how they have changed over time and how
technology has influenced toys. We will be
comparing our lives to those of children in
the past.

PSHE/RE/ British Values

PSHE/RE/ British Values

Weekly whole school discussion circles and
assemblies will cover a range of topics including keeping safe, being healthy, relationships, growth mindset and wellbeing. In
RE the children will be learning about Buddhism, celebrations and Buddhist stories.
We will be learning about tolerance and respect of opinions and diversity, democracy,
rule of law, individual liberty and mutual respect.

Weekly whole school discussion circles and
assemblies will cover a range of topics including keeping safe, being healthy, relationships, growth mindset and wellbeing. In
RE the children will be learning about Christianity, special places and stories Jesus told.
We will be learning about tolerance and
respect of opinions and diversity, democracy, rule of law, individual liberty and mutual respect.

